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Abstract
Poor aircraft energy management can lead to unsafe and inefficient operations. Despite their impact on safety and economy, energy
management skills are not adequately taught or evaluated in civilian pilot training. This paper 1) addresses the need for better energy
management training, 2) provides a conceptual and pedagogical framework for later curriculum development, and 3) suggests key
attributes of an effective training program. To make the case, the study uses energy management to link safety and efficiency. It then
synthesizes energy principles across disciplines and illustrates how such principles, once simplified, become powerful instructional tools.
Finally, it suggests that an integrated, energy-centered, top-down training approach will lead to a better mental model of how the airplane
works and, in doing so, to enhanced energy management and decision-making skills for safe and efficient operations.
Keywords: aircraft performance, controlled flight into terrain, energy efficiency management, energy balance, energy flow, energy gradient, energy
height, energy maneuverability, energy safety management, energy state, flight control, flight energy management, kinetic energy, loss of control in flight,
law of energy conservation, potential energy, specific excess power, runway excursion, total energy control system

Introduction
Aviation is a high-risk industry tasked with transporting people and goods safely and efficiently. Unsafe and inefficient
operations pose a threat to public safety and confidence, and can cause significant financial losses to the aviation industry
(BTRE, 2006). The incidence of in-flight energy crises leading to aircraft accidents (Airbus, 2005; Boeing, 2012; Jacobson,
2010) as well as the impact of wasted energy on increased operating costs (Airbus, 2004; Berglund, 2008; Boeing, 2004)
suggest a need for better energy management training for pilots.
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Energy is a fundamental, universal, and pervasive
concept. Viewing an airplane in motion as an energy system
can enhance a pilot’s understanding of how the airplane
‘‘works’’ and how to manage its energy in flight. Airplanes
convert energy as they move through the air, taking thermal
energy produced from burning fuel and transforming it into
the essentials of flight: altitude (potential energy) and
airspeed (kinetic energy). In the process of creating the
magic of flight, some of the energy gained from burning fuel
is lost to the environment, generating a continuous flow of
energy into and out of the airplane. Awareness of the
aircraft’s energy state and flow, as well as understanding the
role of the flight controls for manually or automatically
managing its energy, can enhance safety and efficiency.
Once flying, an airplane will inexorably continue to
transform and exchange various forms of energy until the
very end of the flight, sometimes with disastrous consequences. It is up to the pilot to ensure that the airplane’s
energy is managed safely and efficiently from start to end.
Fighter pilots are well trained in energy management
skills—their lives depend on the energy tactics needed to
outmaneuver and outperform enemy aircraft during air
combat (Shaw, 1985). Among civilians, glider and aerobatic
pilots also understand and use energy management skills to
maneuver safely and efficiently (FAA, 2003; Szurovy &
Goulian, 1994). Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of
most pilots being trained through traditional civilian
programs that do not appear to adequately teach or evaluate
energy management skills.1 Such deficiency should be a
cause for concern. The aviation industry is bracing for an
unprecedented surge of pilot hiring worldwide (Boeing,
2011) at a time when most of the pilot supply comes, not
from the military as in the past, but from civilian training
programs (Duggar, Smith, & Harrison, 2009).
This study examines the rationale and framework for
flight energy management training and provides general
guidelines for the design of such training programs. First,
it uses energy management to link flight safety and
efficiency. It then applies a multidisciplinary approach to
develop the conceptual and pedagogical framework for
future training programs. Finally, it suggests key attributes
of an effective energy management training program.
Energy Management as an Integrating Approach
Merkt (1992) suggested using the airplane’s power curve
as a tool to demonstrate principles of flight control and
1
Energy management competencies for pilot training are not addressed in
FAA airman certification and training regulations (FAA, 2011a), FAA
airman practical test standards (FAA, 2011b), or AABI aviation
accreditation criteria (AABI, 2012a). In addition, ‘‘energy management’’
does not appear as a topic in aviation course titles or descriptions in flight
education curricula as listed in the 2011-12 catalogs from the 27
universities and colleges that have AABI-accredited flight education
programs (AABI, 2012b).
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aircraft performance. This section examines more closely
the usefulness of an energy-centered approach in linking
safety (flight control) and efficiency (aircraft performance).
From an energy management view, safety and efficiency
can be regarded as ‘‘two sides of the same coin.’’
Energy Safety Management
The safety side of energy management is primarily
concerned with flight control. One can define energy safety
management as the process of monitoring and controlling
the airplane’s flight path and airspeed using procedures and
techniques designed to mitigate hazards caused by unsafe
or degrading energy states.
Improper flight energy management can be deadly. A
significant number of fatal aircraft accidents have been
associated with poor management of vertical flight path
(potential energy) and/or airspeed (kinetic energy). Resulting
from the inability of the pilot (or autopilot) to safely manage
the airplane’s energy state or restore it following an upset,
loss of control in flight (LOC-I) has become the number one
cause of fatal accidents in commercial (Boeing, 2012;
Jacobson, 2010) and general aviation (EAA, 2011). A recent
example of loss of control accidents is the crash of Colgan
Air Bombardier Q400 in Buffalo, New York, which resulted
in widespread media attention and sweeping new legislation
for pilot qualifications (Jacobson, 2010). The next two
leading causes of fatal accidents, controlled flight into
terrain (CFIT), where an airworthy airplane is unintentionally flown into the ground (Boeing, 2012), and runway
excursions during landing, where an airplane undershoots,
overruns, or contacts the runway abnormally (Boeing, 2012),
can also be at least partially attributed to poor energy
awareness or management (Airbus, 2005). Although various
contributing factors have been linked to each of the three
leading causes of fatal accidents (Airbus, 2005; Clark, 2005;
Cox, 2010; Jacobson, 2010), improper energy management
appears to be a significant common denominator.
Several industry/government-led initiatives have addressed
the above leading causes of fatal accidents. Such initiatives
include the upset recovery training aid (URTA), aimed at
decreasing loss-of-control-in-flight accidents (FAA, 2008);
the terrain alert warning system (TAWS), developed for
reducing controlled-flight-into-terrain accidents (Cox, 2010);
and the approach and landing accident reduction (ALAR) tool
kit, focused on decreasing runway excursion accidents (Clark,
2005). Although TAWS has been successful in reducing
CFIT accidents (Jacobson, 2010), CFIT is still the second
highest cause of jet fatalities worldwide (Boeing, 2012).
Neither the URTA nor ALAR initiatives appear to have been
effective in decreasing accidents caused by loss-of-control-inflight (Jacobson, 2010) and runway excursions (Cox, 2010),
respectively.
The above initiatives constitute disparate remedial
measures and may not sufficiently address the root causes
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of energy crises in flight. Basic energy safety training could
go a long way in helping pilots acquire the knowledge and
skills needed to operate safely. Such basic training could
incorporate common mitigation strategies designed to
prevent and detect unsafe energy states, and serve as the
foundation for advanced drills, including emergency
recovery techniques such as URTA (Jacobson, 2010).
Energy Efficiency Management
The efficiency side of energy management is primarily
concerned with aircraft performance. One can define
energy efficiency management as the process of monitoring
and controlling the airplane’s performance using procedures and techniques aimed at reducing the amount of fuel
consumed per unit distance or time.
Energy efficiency is often associated with range or
endurance performance in cruise flight (Hurt, 1965).
However, energy efficiency also applies to other phases
of flight and even ground operations. Thus, energycentered training may be ideal to develop energy management skills for efficient operations (Merkt, 1992). Although
this view of aircraft performance emphasizes fuel-optimization strategies, training should also address other aspects
of performance and assess trade-offs. Fuel efficiency is
important, but there are times when other factors (e.g.,
safety, time-related performance, ATC restrictions) may
take precedence over energy economy.
Fuel consumption is the second highest cost to airline
operators (Stolzer, 2002; Vause, 2004), and proper energy
management techniques can save fuel and decrease cost of
flight operations (Airbus, 2004; Berglund, 2008; Boeing,
2004). Although fuel economy depends on many factors,
some of which are beyond a flight crew’s control (e.g., preflight actions by ground personnel and in-flight restrictions
by air traffic control), in-flight procedures and piloting
techniques can have the largest impact on fuel savings
(Airbus, 2004; Boeing, 2004). Boeing estimates that a 1
percent reduction in fuel used per flight can result in fuel
savings of up to 135,000 gallons per airplane per year
(Boeing, 2004). At current jet fuel prices, that’s up to $0.5
million in savings per airplane per year.
Basic energy efficiency training could go a long way in
assisting pilots develop energy conservation skills to save
fuel and reduce operating costs. Obviously, flight crews
must not compromise safety for efficiency. A benefit from an
integrated approach, incorporating both energy control and
performance, is that it may enhance the ability to assess the
balance between safety and efficiency, helping pilots make
critical decisions. As an example, consider an unsafe
situation where fuel is running low. The pilot could slow
down to maximum endurance speed, at the ‘‘bottom’’ of the
power curve, in order to minimize fuel consumption and
maximize time aloft. However, slowing down for maximum
endurance would bring the airplane dangerously close to

stall speed, which could result in loss of control. A properly
trained pilot, caught between two unsafe situations (running
out of fuel versus stalling), may decide to slow down to an
intermediate speed that would still prolong time aloft and
provide a higher margin of safety.
Note that in addressing the integration of energy safety and
efficiency, emphasis is on altitude and airspeed control and
related performance for flight in the ‘‘up-and-down’’ vertical
plane, since most of the airplane’s time and energy are spent
flying straight-and-level, climbing, and descending. However,
some of the airplane’s energy is also spent maneuvering in the
horizontal plane. Maneuvering along a curved flight path
requires coordination of multiple flight controls (not just
throttle and elevator) to rotate the airplane around its three axes
and change its attitude. Obviously, maneuvering control errors
can impact flight safety. For example, overbanking or
excessive yawing during a turn could lead to an initial loss
of control in flight. On the other hand, maneuvering
performance can affect energy efficiency. Thus, excessive
maneuvering can drain energy because of the increased load
factor and resultant higher induced drag during turns (Hurt,
1965). In addition, as the airplane rotates around its axes,
stability also becomes critical as it can affect both energy safety
and efficiency. For instance, moving the center of gravity aft to
improve fuel economy reduces longitudinal stability, which in
turn makes controlling the airplane on the vertical plane
inherently less safe (Barnard & Philpott, 1989). Thus, an
integrative energy approach seems ideal to address interactions
among various aspects of control, stability, and performance
and examine their relative impact on safety and efficiency.
Having established that an energy view is useful in
linking flight safety and efficiency, the next section focuses
on general energy principles that can be applied to flight
control and aircraft performance. As it will become evident,
the energy connection between control and performance is
well rooted in the science of motion.
Conceptual Framework for Energy
Management Training
Barring a few related findings,2 a literature review
revealed a lack of energy management textbooks, studies,
or curricula designed for training civilian pilots. Traditional
textbooks on flight theory for pilots (e.g., Barnard &
2
In his classic book, Stick and Rudder, Langewiesche (1944) emphasizes
the role of the elevator for exchanging altitude and airspeed as he describes
the ‘‘zoom’’ technique and the ‘‘law of the roller coaster.’’ In a short
training guide for pilots, Airbus (2005) outlines energy management
principles to control flight path and airspeed during the approach phase. In
his online book, See How It Flies, Denker (2008) explains energy
conversions and the effect of the flight controls on energy. Amelink,
Mulder, van Paassen, and Flach (2005) apply total energy control
principles to describe how pilots can control aircraft speed and altitude.
Finally, Merkt (1990; 1991; 1992) explores the instructional merits of a
‘‘top-down,’’ energy-centered approach for training pilots. The top-down
approach is discussed later in this paper.
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Philpott, 1989; Dole, 1989; Hubin, 1992; Hurt, 1965)
neglect or insufficiently address energy management concepts. Fortunately, flight energy concepts rely on fundamental physics. In addition, energy management models
have been applied successfully to address a wide range of
problems dealing with self-powered motion, from designing
safer automatic flight control systems for passenger aircraft
(Lambregts, 1983), and helping fighter pilots win air combat
battles (Shaw, 1985), to elucidating how animals move
around efficiently (Pennycuick, 2003). Physics principles
and energy models from other disciplines provide the
conceptual framework for the proposed training program.
Physics: Laws of Energy Conservation and Motion
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Equation 1 defines how much of the airplane’s total
mechanical energy is stored as potential energy (altitude)
and kinetic energy (airspeed) at any given time.
Turning to the forces of motion, Newton’s second law
(SF 5 ma) provides a simplified longitudinal point-mass
equation depicting the summation of the forces acting on
the airplane along its flight path (Anderson, 2007):
T{D{Wsinc~ma

ð2Þ

Where:
T 5 thrust
D 5 drag
W 5 aircraft’s weight
c 5 angle of flight path with the horizontal
m 5 aircraft’s mass
a 5 aircraft’s acceleration

Energy management concepts are founded on basic
principles of physics, namely the law of energy conservation, which defines the energy state of the airplane at any
given time (Goodman & Warner, 2001), as well as
Newton’s laws of motion that govern the airplane’s
translational (and rotational) movement through the air
(Anderson, 2007). Energy and motion equations, such as
those described below, provide the foundation for an
energy-centered study of aircraft control and performance.
Applied to flight, the law of energy conservation defines
the total mechanical energy of the airplane—its energy
state—as the sum of its gravitational potential energy
derived from height above the ground plus its kinetic
energy acquired from speed through the air (Amelink et al.,
2005; Goodman & Warner, 2001; Rutowski, 1954):

Equation 2 assumes that thrust (T) acts almost nearly in the
direction of the flight path. For most situations, except for flight
at very high angle of attack, this is a reasonable assumption
(Anderson, 2007; von Mises, 1945). Note that Equation 2 can
be applied to climbing, level, or descending flight simply by
making flight path angle c . 0, 5 0, or , 0, respectively.
Likewise, the equation can be applied to accelerating, constant
speed, or decelerating flight by making acceleration a . 0, 5 0,
or , 0, respectively. Certainly, when c 5 0 and a 5 0, then T
2 D 5 0, which represents the familiar steady-state equation
for level, unaccelerated flight—where the airplane is maintaining a constant altitude and airspeed.
Reorganizing the terms in the above equation:

E~Epot zEkin ~mghz1=2 mV 2

T{D~Wsinczma

ð1Þ

Where:
E 5 aircraft’s total mechanical energy
Epot 5 gravitational potential energy (mgh)
Ekin 5 kinetic energy (K mV2)
m 5 aircraft’s mass
g 5 gravitational acceleration
h 5 aircraft’s altitude above a ground reference
V 5 aircraft’s velocity
In Equation 1, using energy as the common ‘‘currency’’
to measure how high and fast an airplane is flying, the law
of energy conservation allows us to combine the airplane’s
altitude (h) and airspeed (V) and examine their relative
contribution to its total energy.3 To put it differently,
3

In this paper, the terms altitude and height (h) are used interchangeably to
refer to the vertical distance (e.g., feet) above a reference on the earth’s
surface. Usually, altitude is measured from sea level, while height is
measured from ground level. The terms airspeed and velocity (V) are also
used interchangeably. Note that airspeed is a scalar quantity representing
the magnitude of the airplane’s speed through the air (e.g., knots), while
velocity is a vector quantity denoting both magnitude and direction.
Energy (or work), on the other hand, is a scalar quantity that can be
measured in units such as foot-pounds or joules.

ð3Þ

Equation 3 is a simple but significant rearrangement of
the terms in Equation 2, since it allows us to combine flight
path angle (c) and acceleration (a) as a function of the
difference between thrust and drag (T 2 D). The
significance is that flight path angle (c) is associated with
altitude changes, just as acceleration (a) is associated with
airspeed changes. But there is more to these energy and
motion equations than meets the eye.
What may not be apparent by looking at the above
equations is the fact that the law of energy conservation and
Newton’s second law of motion are intimately linked
(Goodman & Warner, 2001). This close relation is the crux
of the energy view of flight control and performance.
According to the law of energy conservation, energy can be
converted from one form to another, but it can never be
created or destroyed. Thus, the conservation law allows an
airplane to exchange stored kinetic and gravitational
potential energy while its total mechanical energy remains
constant. During such exchange, one form of energy (e.g.,
potential energy) increases at the expense of another (e.g.,
kinetic energy). Simply put, airspeed can be traded for
altitude and vice versa. The conservation law also dictates
that energy can be added to or removed from the energy
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stored in an open system (i.e., the flying airplane). Of
course, the energy gained is not created—it is transferred
in from another system acting as the energy ‘‘source.’’
Likewise, the energy lost is not destroyed—it is transferred
out to another system acting as the energy ‘‘sink.’’ Once
airborne, the airplane gains energy through engine thrust
(T), the propulsive force generated from burning fuel, and
loses energy through drag (D), the retarding force that
releases heat into the surrounding air (Amelink et al., 2005;
Rutowski, 1954). Consequently, energy flows continuously
into and out of the flying airplane. More importantly, there
is a fundamental relationship between the energy flowing
through the airplane and changes in its energy state.
Since energy cannot be created or destroyed, an energy
balance must always exist between 1) the net flow of
energy through a system (i.e., energy gain minus loss) and
2) the resultant change in total energy within the system
(Cengel, 2007). The airplane’s energy balance, central to
both flight control and aircraft performance, can be
expressed as follows4:
ET {ED ~DE

ð4Þ

Where:
ET 5 energy gained through thrust
ED 5 energy lost through drag
DE 5 change in total mechanical energy
The energy balance equation can also be written on a per
unit time basis, converting it into a time rate equation,
where the dot over the letter symbolizes rate5:
E_ T {E_ D ~E_

ð5Þ

Expressing the difference ĖT 2 ĖD as a net total energy
flow ĖT-D, and the rate of change of the airplane’s total
mechanical energy Ė as the sum of the rates of change of
potential energy (Ėpot) and kinetic energy (Ėkin), the energy
balance equation takes on a more useful form:
E_ T{D ~E_ pot zE_ kin

ð6Þ

As implied by Equation 6, the net total energy flow
(ĖT-D)—a direct function of the difference between thrust
and drag (T 2 D)—determines whether the aircraft’s total
4

Rutowski (1954) championed the energy balance approach for analyzing
aircraft performance. As explained in the next section, the same energy
method can be used for solving flight control problems. Note that Equation
4 represents an approximation of the energy balance relationship because it
neglects to account for the change in total mechanical energy caused by the
change in aircraft weight as fuel is gradually burned in flight (Rutowski,
1954). The effect of weight change may be negligible when applying the
energy approach to solve short-term control problems (e.g., Amelink et al.,
2005), but it is critical to solve long-term performance problems such as
those involving climb and range calculations (e.g., Pennycuick, 2003). For
a complete analysis of the energy balance equation as it applies to aircraft
performance, see Rutowski (1954).
5
Energy (or work) per unit time is power, which can be measured in units
such as horsepower or watts.

mechanical energy increases, decreases, or remains the
same. Any change in total mechanical energy is, in turn,
distributed over potential (altitude) and/or kinetic (airspeed)
energy. For example, if T 2 D is greater than zero, there is
a positive net energy flow into the airplane, allowing it to
climb and/or accelerate to a new (higher) energy state level.
In sum, the left-hand side of the balance equation controls
the net transfer of energy into or out of the airplane by the
action of two forces (T and D)—hence regulating the rate of
change of total mechanical energy; while the right-hand
side controls the distribution of the net transferred energy
between altitude (Ėpot) and airspeed (Ėkin).6 Thus, in
examining basic principles of flight energy management,
Newton’s second law of motion (which dictates the rate of
change of the airplane’s total mechanical energy) is as
important as the law of energy conservation (which governs
the airplane’s ability to transfer, distribute, store, and
exchange energy).
As described in the next three sections, the relation
between energy and motion laws has been exploited
differently by two groups of engineers and a group of
biologists in their energy approach for studying motion.
Using the same set of energy and motion equations, one
group of engineers has focused on developing principles
for energy-based flight control (e.g., Lambregts, 1983),
while a second group has concentrated on finding rules for
energy-based aircraft performance (e.g., Rutowski, 1954).
Biologists, on the other hand, have taken analogous energyforce relations one step further in order to examine the
energy-based integration of motion control and performance (e.g., Dickinson et al., 2000). In addition, the ability
of some animals to travel ultra-long distances without
‘‘refueling’’ has prompted biologists to develop energy
models addressing not only the efficiency of extracting
mechanical energy from fuel but also that of converting
mechanical energy into motion (e.g., Pennycuick, 2003).
Engineering: Total Energy Control System
An important model for aircraft energy control comes
from NASA-funded research conducted by Tony
Lambregts while working at the Boeing Company
(Lambregts, 1983). Applying energy concepts to design
safer and more efficient automatic flight control systems,
Lambregts developed the Total Energy Control System
(TECS), a multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) automated
system that integrates the autopilot (which operates the
elevator) and the autothrottle for decoupled vertical flight
path (altitude) and airspeed control. In MIMO automatic
control systems, flight path and airspeed error signals are
cross-fed to both autopilot and autothrottle. In contrast, in
conventional single-input, single-output (SISO) systems,
6

See Figure 1 in the next section for a visual representation of the energy
balance equation.
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flight path and airspeed errors are independently controlled
by the autopilot and autothrottle, respectively (Lambregts,
1983). The problem with SISO strategies is that, without
coordinated use of the controls, the change in one variable
(e.g., altitude) is always coupled with an unwanted change
in the other variable (e.g., airspeed). In addition, under
certain conditions, the inherent limitations of a typical
SISO automatic control system can lead to unsafe situations
such as loss of control in flight (Lambregts, Rademaker, &
Theunissen, 2008).
Significantly, the TECS/MIMO control system was
designed from the ground up following energy management principles (Lambregts, 1983). The airplane has two
primary devices to control altitude and airspeed: the throttle
and the elevator. The question is: which device controls
altitude and which one controls airspeed? Given that
altitude and airspeed are intrinsically related to the aircraft’s
total energy, Lambregts reasoned that the problem of
controlling these variables is basically one of managing
energy. From an energy management view, he recognized
that the throttle, which can rapidly increase or decrease the
amount of thrust (energy gain), should be used to regulate
the rate of change of the aircraft’s total mechanical energy.
Even though the latter is a function of both thrust and drag
(Equation 5), the amount of drag (energy loss) mainly
varies due to long-term changes in airspeed or limited
deployment of high lift/drag devices that can only increase
drag (Amelink et al., 2005; Lambregts, 1983). Therefore,
most changes in total energy—demanded by new or
corrective maneuvers—are initiated by changing thrust,
not drag. In the long-term (i.e., once the targeted steady
flight condition is achieved), engine thrust can be retrimmed to compensate for changes in drag and satisfy the
new total energy demand (Lambregts, 1983). Next,
Lambregts noted that the elevator, which can be used to
trade the aircraft’s potential energy for kinetic energy and
vice versa, effectively controls the distribution of energy
between altitude and airspeed. Thus, notwithstanding
the debate about ‘‘single-input, single-output’’ strategies
(Table 1), neither the throttle nor the elevator controls
altitude and airspeed independently. Rather, to control
altitude and speed effectively, both devices need to
be coordinated following energy management rules.
According to TECS principles then, the flight controls are
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really energy controls, where the throttle acts as the total
energy controller and the elevator as the energy distribution
controller (Lambregts, 1983; Lambregts et al., 2008).
A reservoir analogy (Figure 1), adapted from Amelink et
al. (2005), illustrates the energy-based role of the throttle
and the elevator for altitude and airspeed control. As shown
in the diagram, the airplane gains energy through thrust (T)
and loses energy through drag (D) at rates indicated by ĖT
and ĖD, respectively. The net total energy flow ĖT-D,
resulting from the difference between thrust and drag,
determines whether the airplane’s total energy (E)—the
sum of the energy contained in the altitude and airspeed
‘‘reservoirs’’—increases, decreases, or remains constant.
The throttle regulates the net total energy flow (ĖT-D) while
the elevator controls the distribution of this energy flow
between altitude and airspeed. In other words, the throttle
and elevator control the airplane’s energy balance
(Equation 6)—with the throttle controlling the left-hand
‘‘energy transfer’’ side (ĖT-D) and the elevator controlling
the right-hand ‘‘energy distribution’’ side (Ėpot + Ėkin) of
the equation. Thus, when the throttle increases thrust above
drag (T 2 D . 0), there is a net positive energy flow
raising the airplane’s total energy, and when the throttle
reduces thrust below drag (T 2 D , 0), there is a net
negative energy flow decreasing the total energy. This
positive or negative energy flow is distributed by the
elevator into or out of the altitude and airspeed reservoirs at
rates indicated by Ėpot and Ėkin, respectively. Finally, when
the throttle adjusts thrust equal to drag (T 2 D 5 0), the net
energy flow is zero, but the energy stored in the altitude and
airspeed reservoirs can be exchanged using the elevator
while total energy, in the short-term, remains constant. For
a more extensive analysis of the reservoir analogy and its
limitations see Amelink et al. (2005).
From a safety perspective, it is noteworthy that every inflight energy crisis starts as a deviation from the desired
vertical flight path and/or airspeed. A key advantage of the
energy approach to flight control is that it provides an
effective strategy for correcting such deviations. Since the
aircraft’s total mechanical energy is distributed over
potential and kinetic energy, one can distinguish two types
of energy state deviations: 1) total energy errors and 2)
energy distribution errors (Amelink et al., 2005). In the first
case, the airplane has too little or too much total energy, but

Table 1
Strategies used to control airspeed and altitude.
Strategy
SISO 1
SISO 2
TECS/MIMO

Throttle controls:

Elevator controls:

Airspeed
Altitude
Total energy rate (Ė)

Altitude
Airspeed
Distribution of energy between altitude (Ėpot) and airspeed (Ėkin)

Note: In ‘‘single-input, single-output’’ (SISO) control strategies, where the controls are not coordinated, a desired change in one variable (e.g., airspeed) is
always coupled with a change in the other variable (e.g., altitude) resulting in unwanted and inefficient energy deviations. In contrast, in the energy-based
‘‘multi-input, multi-output’’ (TECS/MIMO) control technique, the throttle and elevator are coordinated to decouple altitude and airspeed. For a thorough
analysis of these control strategies see Amelink et al. (2005) and Lambregts et al. (2008).
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Military Science: Energy Maneuverability Theory

Figure 1. The reservoir analogy (adapted from Amelink et al., 2005)
depicts the role of the throttle and elevator in controlling the aircraft’s
energy balance (see Equation 6). The throttle controls the ‘‘valve’’
regulating the net total energy flow while the elevator controls the ‘‘valve’’
regulating the distribution of energy between altitude and airspeed. The
solid arrows represent energy flows, not relative direction of forces or
airflows. Note that thrust (ĖT) and drag (ĖD) energy flows are
unidirectional. Once energy from fuel is converted to thrust, it cannot
flow back into the fuel tanks. Likewise, energy lost through drag to the
environment is unrecoverable. In contrast, the net total energy flow ĖT-D
(resulting from the difference between thrust and drag) as well as the
altitude (Ėpot) and airspeed (Ėkin) energy flows can switch directions as
energy moves into or out the reservoirs. Finally, note that stored energy
can also be exchanged between reservoirs without being lost to
the environment.

its relative distribution over potential and kinetic energy may
be correct. In total energy errors, altitude and speed deviations
tend not to be inversely correlated, and thus both variables
usually deviate in the same direction (e.g., low-and-slow or
high-and-fast). In the second type of error, the aircraft may
have the proper amount of total energy but its distribution over
potential and kinetic energy is incorrect. In energy distribution
errors, altitude and speed deviations tend to be inversely
correlated and thus both variables typically deviate in opposite
directions (e.g., high-and-slow or low-and-fast). According to
TECS principles then, total energy errors should be corrected
by increasing or decreasing energy using the throttle, while
energy distribution errors should be corrected by exchanging
energy between altitude and speed using the elevator
(Amelink et al., 2005). When both total energy and its
distribution are off, the pilot (or automatic flight control
system) may need to mix the use of the flight controls
accordingly to bring the airplane back into its proper energy
state. In addition, once short-term control is achieved and
energy deviations are corrected, the airplane will need to be
trimmed for long-term control to maintain the desired vertical
flight path and airspeed (Amelink et al., 2005).

Military researchers have long been interested in
predicting optimal trajectories of fighter aircraft during air
combat (Cliff, 1998; Kelley, Cliff, & Weston, 1986;
Rutowski, 1954; Wendl, Grose, Porter, & Pruitt, 1974).
Air combat models rely partly on energy maneuverability
(EM) theory, an important concept linking the energy state
of an airplane with its potential performance (Kelley et al.,
1986; Shaw, 1985). Fighter pilots use energy tactics to
outmaneuver and outperform their opponent during air
combat (Kelley et al., 1986; Shaw, 1985).
One of the core concepts in EM theory is energy height
or specific energy (Es), which represents the idealized
maximum altitude that the airplane would reach from its
current altitude if it converted all its existing kinetic energy
into potential energy (Cliff, 1998; Shaw, 1985). Es is
measured in units of height (e.g., feet) and it corresponds to
the total mechanical energy of the airplane—the sum of its
potential and kinetic energies—divided by its weight:

E=W~ mghz1=2 mV2 =W
Noting that W 5 mg, one can simplify the above
equation to obtain:
Es ~hzV 2 =2g

ð7Þ

Plotted on an altitude-velocity graph, Es lines of constant
energy height describe the energy state of the airplane for
any given combination of altitude and airspeed (Figure 2).
Thus, each Es line on the graph represents an idealized
instantaneous ‘‘zoom’’ along which kinetic (airspeed) and
potential (altitude) energy may be exchanged back and forth
while maintaining a constant energy state (Anderson, 2007;

Figure 2. Altitude–velocity diagram, adapted from Anderson (2007),
showing lines of constant specific energy (Es) or equal energy height. In
this graph, (pressure) altitude is plotted in thousands of feet and (true)
airspeed in knots. For supersonic aircraft, it is common to plot airspeed in
Mach number instead of knots.
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Cliff, 1998; Shaw, 1985). In other words, by establishing the
aircraft’s current Es or energy height, the pilot can quickly
determine the absolute maximum altitude or airspeed it could
attain through energy exchange alone (Rutowski, 1954).
To grasp the significance of energy height, consider the
three identical airplanes (i.e., of equal weight) depicted in
Figure 2. Airplane A is cruising at an altitude of 8,000 feet
at approximately 200 knots while airplane B is cruising at
an altitude of 3,000 feet at about 400 knots. Although
these two airplanes have a different combination of
potential and kinetic energies, their total energy is the
same and both are capable of zooming to a maximum
altitude of 10,000 feet by trading speed for altitude. In
other words, their energy height is 10,000 feet. Now,
examine airplane C cruising at 11,000 feet at roughly
450 knots. This airplane has a higher energy state than that
of either airplane A or B (Es 5 10,000 feet) since the
former can zoom to a maximum altitude of 20,000 feet
without adding power. The only way for airplanes A and B
to reach the energy height of airplane C (Es 5 20,000 feet)
is for the former to increase their total energy. In short, an
airplane can move back and forth along a constant energy
line (Figure 2) by exchanging energy (i.e., redistributing
potential and kinetic energies while maintaining total
energy constant). In contrast, an airplane cannot move
across energy lines by simply exchanging energy—in
order to go from one energy height to another, the airplane
must increase or decrease its total energy. And this brings
us to the next important concept in EM theory.
The rate of change of an aircraft’s total energy—
allowing it to go from one energy height to another—is
defined by the specific excess power or Ps, which is excess
power divided by the airplane’s weight (Anderson, 2007;
Cliff, 1998; Shaw 1985). Ps describes the aircraft’s net total
energy flow per unit weight as a function of the difference
between thrust (T) and drag (D):
Ps ~ðT{DÞV =W

ð8Þ

Thus, a positive Ps represents the ability of an airplane to
increase its energy state in order to climb (without slowing
down) or accelerate (without losing altitude) to a higher
energy height (Es). Note that being a specific energy rate,
Ps has the units of length/time (e.g., feet/min). The Ps
capabilities of fighter aircraft are displayed on the same
altitude-velocity graphs that are used to depict specific
energy or energy height (Es) lines. By plotting a series of
excess power (Ps) contours (derived from power-required/
power-available curves at different altitudes) on an altitudevelocity diagram, the pilot is able to determine the most
optimal path to go from one energy level to another. In
other words, this energy approach provides the optimal
solution to get from any initial altitude and airspeed to
another final altitude and airspeed within the airplane’s
performance envelope (Rutowski, 1954). For illustrations
of Ps contours, see Schneider (2010).
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The link between specific excess power (Ps) and energy
height (Es) can be made explicit by applying the energy
balance principle described earlier—where the difference
between energy gain and loss must equal the change in total
energy of a system (Cengel, 2007). However, this time,
energy rates are expressed on a per unit weight basis.
Specific excess power (Ps) represents the airplane’s rate of
energy gain minus energy loss per unit weight, while the
rate of change of energy height (Ės) represents the rate of
change of the airplane’s total mechanical energy per unit
weight. Thus, according to the energy balance principle,
specific excess power must equal the rate of change of
energy height (Rutowski, 1954):
Ps ~E_ s

ð9Þ

Since Ps 5 (T 2 D) V/W (Equation 8) and Ės 5 ḣ + V̇V/g
(derived from Equation 7), Equation 9 can be re-stated as
follows:
_ V_ V =g
ðT{DÞV =W ~hz

ð10Þ

Equation 10 simply says that specific [positive, negative,
or zero] excess power Ps—a function of T 2 D—can be
distributed between altitude (ḣ) and airspeed (V̇V/g)
changes. The close parallel between the energy balance
equation and Newton’s force equation described earlier
(Equation 3) is no coincidence. The former can easily be
derived from the latter (Anderson, 2007; Rutowski, 1954),
pointing to the intimate relation between the laws of energy
conservation and motion (Goodman & Warner, 2001).
Moreover, the same set of force and energy equations
equally apply to flight control and aircraft performance.
Historically, the development of energy-based performance models (e.g., energy maneuverability) has preceded
that of energy-based control models (e.g., TECS). The
earliest model of energy maneuverability traces back to the
early 1940s when Fritz Kaiser, a German flight test
engineer, developed the concept of energy height (which
he called ‘‘Gesamthöhe,’’ meaning resulting height) working on the Messerschmitt 262—the first jet aircraft to
become operational toward the end of World War II
(Merritt, Cliff, & Kelley, 1985). Kaiser was mainly
interested in determining energy climb performance of
the Me 262 (Merritt et al., 1985). Rutowski, working at the
Douglas Aircraft Company, expanded and applied EM
theory to include both climb and range performance
(Rutwoski, 1954). More recently, Schneider (2010) elaborated EM theory incorporating the realm of negative Ps
(‘‘negative excess power’’) to analyze the safety and
efficiency of high-speed, steep angle dives. However, it
was USAF Col. John Boyd who coined the term ‘‘energy
maneuverability’’ in the 1960s (Coram, 2004). Boyd
advanced the theory to new levels by comparing how the
Ps capabilities of different fighter aircraft vary with altitude,
airspeed, and other factors such as G-loading, and
determining how an energy advantage could be attained
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in air combat by maneuvering and rapidly changing from
one energy state to another (Coram, 2004; Schneider,
2010).
Biology: Structure-Function Integration and
Energy Efficiency
Biologists have had a long-standing interest in studying
the integration of structure and function in living
organisms (Russell, 1916). Structure-function relations
have been extremely valuable to physiologists seeking to
unravel the underlying principles of animal locomotion
(Dickinson et al., 2000), where structure is determined
by the anatomical features that control movement
(Alexander, 2003; Dickinson et al., 2000) and function
is measured through the physiological performance of
running, swimming, or flying animals (Schmidt-Nielsen,
1972). One of the main themes that have emerged from
these studies is that motion control and performance are
tightly integrated through common mechanisms governing the use of locomotive forces and energy transfer,
exchange, and storage (Dickinson et al., 2000). As
suggested in this paper, this view is akin to focusing on
the energy-based integration of flight control and aircraft
performance, encapsulated in the airplane’s energy
balance equation.
Since the energy not used for locomotion is available for
other important biological activities (e.g., growth and
reproduction), it follows that animals should be economical
in the use of energy for moving around (Alexander, 2003).
Examples of energy-efficient strategies in flight include
foraging behavior of hummingbirds (Chai, Chang, &
Dudley, 1998) and long-distance migration of geese
(Cutts & Speakman, 1994). Given the significance of
energy savings in animal locomotion, biologists have
sought general models for predicting and testing energy
efficiency. One such model was developed by C. J.
Pennycuick, a biologist at the University of Bristol, UK
(Pennycuick, 2003). The fact that some migrating birds can
fly astonishing airline-like distances of over 6,000 miles
non-stop without refueling (Piersma & Gill, 1998) prompted
Pennycuick—himself a pilot—to focus on range performance.
The starting point in Pennycuick’s model is the concept
of energy height—described in the previous section—
representing the maximum height that an airplane (or in this
case, a bird) would reach from its present height by
converting all of its stored kinetic energy into potential
energy. However, Pennycuick generalized the concept of
energy height and redefined it as a virtual height that a bird
would reach if it converted any stored energy—such as fuel
energy—into potential energy by doing work against
gravity (Pennycuick, 2003). An immediate benefit of
Pennycuick’s approach is that stored fuel energy can be
treated the same way as stored potential or kinetic energy
when analyzing energy utilization in flight.

Next, Pennycuick drew a simple connection between
energy height and distance flown, allowing him to link two
distinct and fundamental processes that make up energy
efficiency in flight: 1) converting chemical (fuel) energy
into mechanical energy and 2) converting mechanical
energy into motion. The first process, defining how
efficiently mechanical energy is generated for flight, is
the realm of engine performance; while the second process,
defining how efficiently mechanical energy is spent in
flight, is dictated by airframe aerodynamic performance
(Anderson, 2007; Pennycuick, 2003).
To establish the connection between height and distance
(and later between engine and aerodynamic performance),
Pennycuick used gliding flight as a starting analogy. As a
glider descends, the distance flown (Y) is proportional to
the starting height (h):
Y ~hN

ð11Þ

Equation 11 simply states that the horizontal distance
covered (Y) is equal to the product of the starting height
(h)—representing the initial store of potential energy; times
the glide ratio (N)—a dimensionless number defining the
gradient along which the bird or glider descends. The
gradient N, which converts height into distance, is equal to
the lift:drag ratio L/D—itself a function of airspeed. As a
result, a glider covers the farthest distance (Y) from a given
starting height (h) flying at one particular speed—the
‘‘best-glide’’ speed—where drag is minimized and L/D is
maximized (Pennycuick, 2003). At any other faster or
slower speed, the angle of descent is steeper shortening
the distance covered as the glider descends. Thus, the
performance number N or L/D is at the heart of
aerodynamic performance (Anderson, 2007; Pennycuick,
2003).
By analogy, in powered flight—where fuel energy, rather
than potential energy, is used to overcome drag—the initial
store of fuel can be transformed into a fuel energy height
(hfuel), an imaginary height to which a given amount of fuel
energy could ‘‘lift’’ a bird (or airplane) if it were converted
into work (Pennycuick, 2003). In other words, hfuel is the
maximum height that could theoretically be reached from
converting all the fuel onboard into potential energy. Fuel
energy height (hfuel) takes into account several factors such
as the relative amount of fuel at departure, the efficiency by
which fuel energy is progressively converted into work
against gravity, and the gradual weight loss as fuel is burned
(Pennycuick, 2003). Expressed in units of length, hfuel is a
measure of engine performance in its simplest form—
defining how efficiently mechanical energy is generated for
flight. Completing the analogy, range (R) in horizontal flight
is proportional to the initial fuel energy height (hfuel):
R~hfuel N

ð12Þ

As fuel is progressively consumed, the bird (or airplane)
comes ‘‘down’’ from its initial fuel energy height along a
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virtual energy gradient N (Pennycuick, 2003). As in gliding
flight, N measures aerodynamic performance—governing
how efficiently mechanical energy is spent during flight.
For birds and propeller aircraft in powered flight, N is equal
to the lift:drag ratio, exactly as it is in gliding flight
(Pennycuick, 2003); while for jet aircraft N is equal to the
ratio of the square root of the coefficient of lift to the
coefficient of drag (Anderson, 2007). Maximum range, for
a given fuel energy height, is achieved at the airspeed
where L/D (or CL1/2/CD in jets) is maximized. In sum,
measuring range (R), a quintessential representation of
energy efficiency in long-distance flight, boils down to
calculating and multiplying two quantities (Equation 12):
1) an engine performance number or fuel energy height
(hfuel) in units of length (e.g., feet or miles)—defining how
effectively mechanical energy is extracted from fuel—and
2) a dimensionless aerodynamic performance number or
energy gradient (N)—dictating how efficiently mechanical
energy is converted into mileage.
In his unique approach then, Pennycuick (2003) took the
energy height concept—formulated years earlier to enhance
air combat tactics for fighter jet pilots (Merritt et al., 1985;
Shaw, 1985)—and expanded it to solve the mystery of
long-range migration in birds. Interestingly, Rutowski
(1954) used yet a different energy approach, focusing on
the airplane’s energy balance to arrive at an equivalent
range equation, again underlining the usefulness of energybased methods for solving performance problems across
disciplines.
Having examined energy management concepts—such
as energy balance, specific excess power, and energy
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height—and established their usefulness for exploring and
defining the role of the flight controls and the aircraft’s
performance limits, the next section focuses on the merits
of a top-down energy approach as an instructional tool.
Pedagogical Basis for Energy Management Training
The instructional value of an energy-centered approach
for pilot training was examined some years ago (Merkt,
1990; 1991; 1992). Figure 3 illustrates two opposite
approaches to learning principles of flight. The traditional
approach is comparable to that employed by early
aeronautical engineers designing airplanes (e.g., Warner,
1936), while the alternate approach is analogous to that
used by physiologists studying animal motion (e.g.,
Schmidt-Nielsen, 1972).
Bottom-up ‘‘Designer’’ Approach
Traditionally, engineers begin by examining the underlying causes (e.g., fluid properties), as opposed to top
consequences (e.g., flight performance), of aerodynamic
phenomena in order to understand principles they can apply
to design airplanes (Warner, 1936). For design engineers,
the ‘‘finished product’’ at the end of the process is not just
the physical airplane but its performance, best represented
by power-curves or drag polars (Anderson, 2007; von
Mises, 1945). In a nutshell, design engineers use a bottomup approach (Figure 3). This approach is most obvious in
traditional aerodynamics textbooks (e.g., von Mises, 1945)
as well as those dealing with theory of flight for pilots (e.g.,

Figure 3. Two opposite approaches to the study and practice of flight (adapted from Merkt, 1990). The designer (engineer) oriented approach starts by
studying the causes of aerodynamic phenomena (e.g., fluid properties) and proceeds up to higher-level consequences (e.g., aircraft performance). The
operator (pilot) oriented approach starts with the highest consequences of aerodynamic processes and proceeds downward to unravel underlying principles.
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Dole, 1989; Hurt, 1965). This traditional method of
teaching basic principles can be viewed as the designer
approach (Merkt, 1990).
The problem with the bottom-up training approach is
that it often introduces basic concepts as isolated ‘‘parts’’
(Hadjilogiou, 2001; Merkt, 1990). Without the proper ‘‘big
picture’’ context and a solid background in physics and
mathematics, it may be difficult for students to grasp the
theoretical—let alone practical—significance of abstract
concepts such as ‘‘lift’’ or ‘‘angle of attack,’’ which they
cannot ‘‘see’’ or ‘‘feel’’ during training flights (Merkt,
1990). Later in the training, when the big picture (e.g.,
aircraft performance) is presented, several underlying
elements of the theory are omitted, since their understanding is taken for granted. The result is often a pilot who
possesses basic flying skills but lacks satisfactory understanding of aircraft performance and its underlying
principles (Merkt, 1990).
Top-down ‘‘Operator’’ Approach
Merkt (1990) suggested an alternate approach to
teaching principles of flight. Rather than starting with the
underlying causes of flight (e.g., properties of air), one can
unravel basic principles by starting with aerodynamic
consequences (e.g., flight performance). This approach is
analogous to that used by physiologists who begin their
study of animal locomotion by obtaining metabolic power
(energy rate) measurements of animals running on treadmills or flying in wind tunnels at different steady speeds
(Schmidt-Nielsen, 1972). The physiologist’s top-down
approach is thus diametrically opposite to that of design
engineers. After all, physiologists begin their studies with a
‘‘finished product,’’ namely a live, performing animal.
They need to start at the ‘‘top’’ and work their way ‘‘down’’
to unravel the underlying principles of animal locomotion
(Merkt, 1990).
In an analogous manner, one can focus on the airplane’s
energy balance and use power-required and power-available curves to begin the study of mechanical flight (Merkt,
1990). Just like physiologists, pilots have to deal with a
‘‘finished product’’—a functioning airplane. The top-down
approach (energy R forces R airflows) to studying flight
could be viewed as being operator (pilot) oriented
(Figure 3). The bottom-up approach has proven ideal to
teach principles of flight to engineering students, but the
opposite approach may be more suitable for teaching the
same principles to student pilots (Merkt, 1990).
Why should one start at the top, looking first at energy
concepts such as the law of energy conservation, to learn
basic principles of flight? Physicist Richard Feynman put it
best:
The conservation of a physical quantity is of considerable interest because in solving problems it permits us to

forget a great number of details. The conservation of
energy can be derived from the laws of motion, but its
value lies in the fact that by the use of it certain broad
aspects of a problem may be discussed, without going
into the great detail that is often required by a direct use
of the laws of motion. (Feynman, 1942, p. 12)
In other words, by focusing first on energy concepts, a
student pilot can learn a great deal about flight without
having to dig down too deeply into complex underlying
mechanisms. Should there be a need to dig down, the topdown approach guides students through distinct explanation ‘‘levels’’ (Figure 3)—each containing the underlying
elements that explain the next level up. By starting at the
top, students only need to focus on the level immediately
below to begin their search for explanations. These
underlying principles, however, only emerge in the context
of the ‘‘big picture’’ model represented by the top level.
Students view relevant components within a meaningful
context and begin to appreciate how these basic elements
interact in different phases of flight, such as slow flight
(Merkt, 1990). Thus, a top-down approach can serve not
only as a practical guiding tool in course design,
organization, and delivery, but also as a powerful learning
tool to help pilots develop a correct mental model of how
the airplane works right from the start.
The case for switching from a bottom-up to a top-down
educational approach has been made in other professional
disciplines as well. Examples of adoption of a top-down
approach include college courses in computer design
(Franklin & Noakes, 1995), electronics (Hadjilogiou,
2001; Molin, 2002), and mechanical engineering (Covill,
Katz, & Morris, 2007). Preliminary assessment indicates
that top-down learning, where students are first exposed to
the ‘‘whole’’ rather than the isolated ‘‘parts,’’ leads not only
to better understanding of the subject matter (Covill et al.,
2007; Hadjilogiou, 2001) but also to greater motivation to
learn (Molin, 2002).
Conclusion
The prevalence of in-flight energy crises leading to
accidents (Airbus, 2005; Boeing, 2012; Jacobson, 2010)
and the impact of wasted energy on increased operating
costs (Airbus, 2004; Berglund, 2008; Boeing, 2004)
suggest a need for better energy management training for
pilots. Energy is a fundamental, yet somewhat neglected,
concept in the study and practice of flight. Altitude and
airspeed—the essential elements of flight—are inescapably
linked through the laws of energy conservation and motion,
two of the most profound and farthest-reaching concepts in
all physics (Lewin & Goldstein, 2011). As suggested here,
energy management provides an ideal venue for examining
safety and efficiency trade-offs. In addition, principles such
as energy balance are powerful tools for exploring and
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Table 2
Key attributes of future flight energy management training program.
Integrated
It links the safety and efficiency sides of
energy management by incorporating and
prioritizing strategies to 1) mitigate hazards
caused by unsafe energy states and to 2)
conserve fuel in all phases of flight.

Energy-centered
It applies energy management principles—such
as energy balance, specific excess power,
and energy height—to explore and define 1)
the role of the flight controls and 2) the
aircraft’s performance envelope.

defining the role of the flight controls and the airplane’s
performance envelope. Moreover, learning to view an
airplane in motion as an energy system can lead to an
improved mental model of how the airplane works and, in
doing so, to enhanced energy management and decisionmaking skills for safe and efficient operations. What then
are the key attributes of an effective flight energy
management training program? Combining ideas from
physics, engineering, military science, and biology, this
study proposes an integrated, energy-centered, top-down
training approach (Table 2). A model curriculum, comprising ground and flight training syllabi, will be discussed in a
future publication. Such a model could serve as a starting
point for the design of energy management training courses
for various users such as collegiate programs, flight training
providers, airlines, corporate flight departments, and UAS
operators.
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